1. Slope of horizontal piping to be minimum of 3 per 305 mm.

2. Slope of trap arm must be 6 per 305 mm.

3. All pipe and fittings to be assembled with solvent 004020-01-000 (USA), 004020-02-000 (CAN).

4. Use smooth plumbers putty 167459-01-000 to seal strainer (0.2 per strainer).

5. Seal around shower with silicone.

6. Vent pipe must project 51 min and 64 max above roof for proper fit and function. Add S-1 (116666-01-CHT seal-vent pipe) around pipe on roof before vent cap is installed.

7. Secure vent pipe to floor with clamp 062401-02-000 (2), screw 000G67-10-12U (2), bracket 136878-01-CHT (2).

8. Secure drainage pipes to cabinet using wire tie 108046-02-000, and screw 000G67-10-12U at intervals of not of not more than 4 feet apart.

9. See drawing 061607 for installation of grommets.

10. Prep the surface per manufacturers instructions before applying the heating pad.

11. Preparing the wiring instl-body for electrical connection.

12. U-locks to be installed before the frame asm is bolted down to the chassis and before the seal planes are installed.

NOTES:
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1. MOUNT TO COACH FLOOR PRIOR TO INSTALLING ON FLOOR OF CHASSIS.
2. TUBING TO BE INSTALLED WITH SUFFICIENT SLOPE TO PROVIDE DRAINAGE TO NEAREST VALVE.
3. ALL TUBING TO BE SECURED AT 1200 INTERVALS MAXIMUM WITH CLAMP 010495-01-000 AND SCREW 000G67-10-12U OR EQUIVALENT.
4. ADD TEFOLON TAPE 010405-01-000.
5. ADD PIPE wrap (LADDER scrap 110157-02-000) INSULATION.
6. LABEL HOT AND COLD SUPPLY TUBES AND TAPE FITTING TO TUBE BEFORE CABINET SET TO PREVENT MOVEMENT.
7. ALL CRIMP FITTINGS TO 5/8" PEX TUBING REQUIRE 5/8" CLAMP 140171-04-000.
8. ALL CRIMP FITTINGS TO 1/2" PEX TUBING REQUIRE 1/2" CLAMP 140171-03-000.
9. INSTALL BYPASS PLUG FOR SYSTEM TESTING AND SHIPPING.
10. MOUNT TO COACH FLOOR PRIOR TO INSTALLING ON FLOOR OF CHASSIS.

NOTES:

- INSTALL BYPASS PLUG FOR SYSTEM TESTING AND SHIPPING.
- REFER TO ES0018 FOR FASTENER TIGHTENING GUIDELINES
- WATER SYSTEM INSTL SEE DWG NO 116230-01-000
- WATER HEATER, TANKLESS 190363
- WATER PURIFIER 26B
- WATER PURIFIER WITHOUT 501
- EXTERIOR WASH STATION 64R
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DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
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